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MULTIWALL THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured or used by or for the Government for 
Governmental purposes without the payment of any 
royalties thereon or therefor. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates generally to apparatus for pro- 
viding thermal protection for hypervelocity vehicle 
structures that are subjected to aerodynamic heating 
during the flight profiles thereof. 
In design of thermal protection systems (TPS) for 
aerospace vehicles, an effective means of transmitting 
aerodynamic loads (shear, and in some cases pressure 
differences) through the TPS is essential. That is, the 
load transfer system must have low weight, result in 
low thermal stresses, and not transfer excessive heat to 
the underlying structure. 
Two primary approaches have previously been de- 
veloped to satisfy these load-bearing and thermal isola- 
tion functions at low thermal stresses. One approach 
employs metal heat shields supported by slender metal 
stand-off supports that penetrate a nonload-bearing 
insulation. The flexible stand-offs of this prior art sys- 
tem bend as the shields expand on heating, thus impos- 
ing little restraint or thermal stress. This approach re- 
quires many small pieces forming a complex installa- 
tion. The other approach employs a load-bearing insula- 
tion attached to the primary structure. Since most load- 
bearing insulations have low strength and no ductility, 
they are usually segmented with small gaps for low 
thermal stress. One load-bearing insulation previously 
developed includes the sintered quartz-fiber tiles now 
anticipated as the reusable surface insulation of the 
space shuttle. Generally, the nonmetallic insulations are 
simple to attach to the structure, but they have a com- 
mon potential disadvantage. That is, they are weak, 
brittle materials, consequently, surface frayings, ero- 
sion, cracking or breakage rates may be high and may 
increase refurbishment requirements. 
There is therefore a definite need in the art for an 
efficient thermal protection system that has the tough- 
ness of the metal shield systems and the simplicity of the 
load-bearing insulation systems. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a new and improved thermal protection 
system for hypervelocity vehicles. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 
2 
tional construction and is not alone considered as part of 
the present invention. The insulating multiwall tiles in 
one embodiment of the present invention are formed 
from multiple layers of metal foils that are alternately 
5 dimpled and nondimpled or smooth surface and joined 
at the dimpled contacts to form a strong insulation. The 
four edges of each tile are sealed and scarffed to mini- 
mize heat transfer through the panel edges. Each tile is 
attached to the primary vehicle structure by slip joints 
10 and a simple support. This attachment minimizes ther- 
mal stresses in the tiles and the primary vehicle struc- 
ture. Also, vehicle structural strains are not transmitted 
to the tiles. No through fasteners are required except for 
the last tile in each row which is generally located at or 
l5 near the top of the vehicle where less heating would be 
present for a particular fuselage station. Suitable felt 
seals are bonded to the periphery of each tile adjacent to 
the individual tile edges to prevent lateral flow of air 
into these spaces. The scarffed tile edges are sealed by 
2o metal strips with a vent being provided on the tile edge 
periphery and each tile edge beaded to inhibit air flow 
along the tile edges. Also, the two trailing edges of each 
tile overlap the two leading edges of the adjacent down- 
stream tile or tiles. 
For higher temperature applications an additional 
embodiment of the present invention utilizes metal foil 
inner and outer skin layers, joined at the peripheries by 
the beaded scarffed edge seals, sandwiching an interior 
3o layer of thermal insulation batts therebetween. And for 
even higher temperatures, the interior multiwall panel 
layer remains the same metal foil while the exterior 
layer is constructed of a silicide coated refractory metal 
waffle, such as for example, columbium. The sandwich 
35 interior of this embodiment is a layer of zirconia insula- 
tion disposed over a layer of thermal insulation, for 
example, microquartz. The attachment mechanism for 
each multiwall panel embodiment, to the hypervelocity 
vehicle, is identical. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be more 
readily apparent as the same becomes better understood 
45 by reference to the following detailed description when 
considered in connection with the accompanying draw- 
ings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a view of an exemplary vehicle utilizing the 
thermal protection system of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a partial view of the thermal protection tiles 
of the present invention attached to the exterior pri- 
mary vehicle or other enclosure structure: 
25 
40 
50 
new and novel insulating tiles for thermal protection of FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along lides 111-111 of 
aerodynamic vehicles. FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a view looking normal to the assembled tiles 
a thermal protection system for hypervelocity vehicle of the present invention with the outer layers or skins 
structures that is simple to refurbish but that normally thereof omitted to show the tile edge seal details; 
requires little if any refurbishment. FIG. 5 is a part schematic view looking normal to the 
An additional object of the present invention is to inside surface of a tile as in FIG. 2, with parts omitted 
provide a new and novel assembly process for mechani- 60 for clarity and illustrating the tile venting, tab and clip 
cally attaching insulating panels or tiles to a primary attachment for each tile and the felt packing arrange- 
enclosure or vehicle structure. ment for each tile; 
The foregoing and other objects of the present inven- FIG. 6 is a part sectional view of a thermal protection 
tion are attained by providing the exterior surface por- tile or panel according to the present invention and 
tions of the hypervelocity vehicle to be protected in the 65 utilizing fibrous insulation filler material; 
form of a plurality of insulating multiwall panels or tiles FIG. 7 is a part sectional view of a refractory metal 
mechanically attached to the primary vehicle structure. multiwall thermal protection panel or tile according to 
The primary vehicle structure may be of any conven- the present invention. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 55 
a 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DISCLOSURE 
Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates an 
exemplary hypervelocity vehicle, generally designated 
by reference numeral 10, that utilizes the thermal pro- 
tective system 11 of the present invention. Vehicle 10 is 
the proposed space shuttle and requires thermal protec- 
tion on portions thereof during re-entry into the earth's 
atmosphere and during other hypervelocity flight. The 
lower half of vehicle PO and the leading edges of the 
wings thereon require the greatest protection as will be 
further discussed hereinafter. 
Referring now more particularly to FIG§. 2 and 3, a 
plurality of multiwall thermal protection panels or tiles 
12 are mechanically attached to selected surface area 14 
of vehicle 10 or other suitable enclosure. Surface area 
14 is attached to and supported by load bearing chan- 
nels 16 of vehicle PO in a conventional manner. Panels 
12 are formed of metallic load bearing insulation and 
installed as individual tiles on vehicle BO. Panels or tiles 
12 provide adequate thermal protection for enclosures 
to aerodynamic surface temperatures of approximately 
1000" F. Each panel I2 is formed of a lightly dimpled 
exterior skin 18, which forms the aerodynamic surface, 
and an interior skin 18 of plain or smooth surface metal 
foil sheets. A series of alternate dimpled and smooth 
metal foil sheets, designated respectively by reference 
numerals 20 and 21, are diffusion bonded together and 
to the exterior and interior skins at the dimple crests 
thereof to form a strong load-bearing panel. Panel 12 is 
sealed on all four sides by a beaded edge seal 17 diffu- 
sion bonded to exterior skin 18 and interior skin 19 as 
will be further explained hereinafter. 
Thermal stresses of panels 12 are minimized by using 
a simple support slip joint attachment. This slip joint is 
formed by two tabs 22, diffusion bonded or otherwise 
secured to the inside surface of panel 12, and received 
by structural clips 23. These structural clips 23 are se- 
cured to surface 14 of vehicle 10 via blind rivets 24 or 
other conventional attachments. In the preferred em- 
bodiment two tabs 22 are employed, one on each bot- 
tom corner of the inner surface of each tile 12 that is 
assembled to vehicle surface 14. A pair of tile clips 25 
are disposed on the same side of each tile 12 at opposite 
corners to the tabs 22. Tile clips 25 are diffusion bonded 
to tile 12 and adapted to receive the ends of tabs 22 on 
an adjacent tile 12 when assembled, as will be further 
explained hereinafter. 
The tab-clip arrangement thus provides four-corner, 
slipjoint and simple support attachment for the individ- 
ual tiles 12. Simple support of the tiles 12 is provided by 
flexibility of tabs 22 and by the clearance provided 
between the tabs and clips. This attachment minimizes 
thermal stresses in the tiles and structure surface 14 of 
vehicle 10 while also prohibiting structural strain from 
being transmitted to the individual tiles. No through 
fasteners are required except for the last tile in each row 
which may be located at or near the top of the vehicle 
or area of least heating. These through fasteners would, 
for example, be in the form of a pair of heat resistent cap 
screws (27, FIG. 2) with riveted nut piates (not shown) 
for each corner of the tile at the end of each tile row 
extending around the vehicle. 
As shown more particularly in FIGS. 2 and 3, the 
four edges 17 of each tile 12 are scarffed to minimize 
heat transfer through the panel edges. Beaded edge 
seals 17 are formed from metallic foil and diffusion 
4 
bonded to each other and to top layer I3 and bottom 
layer 15 to seal each of the individual tile edges. The 
beaded surface in adjacent tiles are adapted to nest with 
each other as shown in FIG. 4. 
As shown in FIG. 5, a first single vent 28 is formed 
through the forward seal wall 17 and a second vent 29 
is formed in the aft seal wall to vent the inside tile area 
to the atmosphere and thereby avoid pressure buildup 
during heating within the individual tiles. Four strips of 
10 suitable packing material 31, such as for example, Du- 
pont's Nomex Felt, are adhesively bonded to either the 
tile or the vehicle surface around the periphery of each 
tile 12. These felt strips are compressed when tiles' 12 
are assembled and serve to eliminate vibration of the 
15 tiles and effectively seal the area between the individual 
tiles and surface 14 of vehicle 10 from lateral flow of air. 
A single vent 32 disposed within the aft felt strip 31 
serves to vent the space enclosed by the felt packing to 
the atmosphere and prevent a pressure or moisture 
Referring now more particularly to FIG. 6, modified 
panel tiles 52 are shown attached to surface 14. The 
attachment mechanism for tiles 52 is identical to that 
described hereinbefore for tiles 12, however tiles 52 are 
25 employed where thermal protection in the range of 
1500" F. is needed. 
Panels 52 have an exterior skin or layer 53 formed of 
an intermediate dimpled sheet 53u, an inner septum or 
flat foil sheet S3b and a lightly dimpled exterior sheet 
3 0  53c, each sheet being a nickel alloy, such as for example, 
"RenC-41." These three foil sheets are diffusion bonded 
at the dimple crests of the intermediate sheet into a 
unitary skin. Ren6-41 is commercially available from 
General Electric and other suppliers. In a specific exam- 
35 ple, skin 53 was constructed from an outer or exposed 
"Re&-41" foil sheet of 0.003 inch thickness, an interme- 
diate dimpled foil sheet of 0.003 inch thickness and an 
inner foil sheet of 0.0015 inch thickness. An intermedi- 
ate suitable fibrous insulation 56, such as for example, 
40 batts of Johns-Manville's Microquartz having a density 
. of 4.5 lb/ft3, are provided and the panel interior layer or 
skin 95 is identical to that of the embodiment of FIGS. 
1-3. Batts of John-Manville's Dyna-Flex fibrous insula- 
tion may be substituted for the hotter part of the Mi- 
45 croquartz layer 56 for temperature protection up to 
2000" F. Layer 55 consists of a dimpled foil of titanium 
alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) diffusion bonded on each side at the 
dimple crests to a smooth or septum surface foil layer of 
like material. The dimples in each of the dimpled foil 
5 0  layers are of approximately 0.170 inch depth and dis- 
posed in a square grid pattern approximately 0.50 inch 
apart. The contact points for each dimple in the assem- 
bled panels is approximately 0.040-0.060 inch. The 
lightly dimpled exterior foil sheets have the same grid 
55 pattern with the dimple depth being in the range of 
0.020-0.030 inch. In this same specific example the exte- 
rior foil and dimpled foil of skin 55 are constructed of 
0.003 inch thickness titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V), while 
the interior foil is of 0.0015 inch thickness of the same 
60 material. This same titanium alloy and dimple dimen- 
sions were used to construct the embodiment illustrated 
in FIGS. 1-3. 
Referring now more particularly to FIG. 7, thermal 
protective tiles 62 are shown that are capable of thermal 
65 protection of an enclosure or a vehicle structure I4 in 
the temperature range of 2500" F. In panels 62, the 
exterior skin or exposed surface is formed of columbium 
waffles having a 0.003 inch thick coating of silicide 
5 
20 buildup within this space. 
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thereon and as designated by reference numeral 63. The 62 may be employed on any single vehicle where differ- 
beaded panel edge seals 67 are also formed of silicide ent temperatures are anticipated. For example, the 
coated columbium and connect the exterior waffle layer heavier and more protective tiles 62 may be employed 
Previously described embodiments and as shown in 5 be subjected to more intense thermal environment, with 
FIG. 4, the beaded seals nest with like beaded seals on intermediate thermal protective tiles 52 being employed 
adjacent tiles to provide a labyrinth seal that inhibits air adjacent to tiles 62 where less thermal protection is 
flow along the tile edges. The area defined by exterior needed and the lighter (thinner) all metal tiles 12 being 
skin or waffle 63, edge seals 67 and bottom layer Or skin employed where temperatures are not expected to ex- 65 houses thermal protective fibrous insulation in indi- 10 ceed 1000" F. 
vidual compartments or batts 68. Each batt 68 is indi- hyperve~ocity vehicles, only tiles 12 
vidually formed and houses a layer 69 Of microquartz would be needed for thermal protection while in others, 
fibrous insulation and a thinner layer 70 of zirconia of tiles 12, 52 and 62 may be required. In fibrous insulation of approximately one-half the thick- any event, the novel attachment for each of 
zirconia cloth is sewn with zirconia thread to enclose other with a minimum of effort. Also, when it is neces- each segment of the microquartz-zirconia fibrous insu- sary to refurbish all or portions of a vehicle thermal lation into a unitary structure or batt 68. Each batt 68 is 
leave a definite air gap 72 between coated waffle 63 and 2o rapid, relatively inexpensive and readily accessible pro- 
ture resistant cement, such as rnsa-Lute Adhesive ce- members therein would be removed and each tile in the 
ment made by Sauereisen Cements Company of Pitts- row down to the one or ones needing replacement 
burg, Pennsylvania, may be employed for this attach- 25 would be progressively removed to reach the damaged 
ment. The Sauereisen cement cures into an unglazed tile Or tiles. 
porcelainized finish that will withstand temperatures in It is thus Seen that the Present invention Provides a 
the 2000" F. range. This air gap 72 is essential to prevent new and novel metallic multiwall insulating tile thermal 
any chemical reaction between the coating on waffle 63 protection system for hypervelocity vehicles that may 
and the zirconia. 30 be mechanically attached thereto with a slip-joint and 
An overlap area 74 is provided along the two trailing simple support with no through attachments required 
edges of each tile 62 with an appropriate recessed area except for the last tile in each row. Also, the use of 
75 provided on the two leading edges of each tile to vented tiles, thereby not requiring vacuum leak-free 
receive this overlap. In the previously described em- construction, and the beaded edge seals that nest with 
bodiments of FIG. 3 and FIG. 6 the same overlap rela- 35 corresponding beaded edges of adjacent multiwall tiles 
tionship is provided but the need for a complementary are additional advantageous features of the present in- 
recessed area does not exist due to the limited thick- vention that lead to greatly reduced thermal stress in 
nesses (0.003 inch) of the foil layers. the primary vehicle structures. 
Although no specific exterior tile dimensions have Although the invention has been described relative to 
been discussed, the tiles Of the present invention are 40 specific embodiments thereof, these are to be consid- 
nomiqally twenty inches square, have a thickness range ered as exemplary only and not limiting. For example, 
of approximately two-tenths inches to four inches and although the invention has been described relative to 
the angular sides are nominally 30' with respect to the hypervelocity aerial vehicles, it is not so limited and is 
vertical. Due to the staggered relationship the last tile in equally applicable to any enclosure that is subject to 
each row may be of different dimensions as shown in 45 external thermal environment and requiring a thermal 
29 and may be larger than the toward protection system. There are thus, obviously numerous 
the aft end of the vehicle, thus reducing the total num- modifications and variations of the present invention ber of tiles per vehicle. The interior surface area of each that will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art in 
surface area is oxidized or treated to an emissitivity (e) 50 the spirit and scope of the instant invention. It is there- 
in the range of 0.8. fore to be understood that within the scope of the ap- The titanium alloy multiwall tiles 12 shown in FIG. 3 pended claims that the invention may be practiced oth- provide adequate thermal protection for hypervelocity 
vehicle structures (normally aluminum alloys thereof) envise than as specifically described herein. 
for exterior surface temperatures up to 1000" F. Panels 55 What is claimed as new and desired to be m m e d  by 
or tiles 52 (FIG. 6) provide thermal protection up to Letters Patent Of the United States is: 
lation sandwich and up to 20000 F. if Dyna-Flex is em- serve as an exterior heat shield insulating tile in the 
ployed in combination with Microquartz as the insula- thermal Protection system of a hypervelocity vehicle or 
tion layer. The Microquartz and Dyna-Flex employed 60 other enclosure comprising: 
in the specific embodiments described herein have den- 
sities of 4.5 and 6.2 lb/ft3, respectively, and are trade- 
names for fibrous insulation available from the Johns- 
Manville Company. 
be protected up to 2500" F. when employing the silicide 
coated columbium panels or tiles 62 as illustrated in 
FIG. 7. Obviously any combination of tiles 12, 52 and 
with an interior titanium multiwall or skin 65. AS in the near the leading edges of a re-entry vehicle that would 
Thus, in 
as the microquartz layer' A bag Or batting 71 Of l5 the tiles enables ready substitution of one type for an- 
then adhesively bonded to bottom layer or skin 65 to protection system the present invention provides a 
batts 68. Any suitable adhesive, such as for example, a 
R.T.V. silicon adhesive or an inorganic high tempera- 
cess for this work* For refurbishment, the end Or top 
member of the row of tiles needing d a c e m e n t  Of 
are polished the exposed exterior the light of the above teachings without departing from 
1500" F. when employing only Microquartz as the insu- 1. A thermal protection sandwich panel adapted to 
an outer skin for the sandwich Panel, 
an inner skin for the sandwich Panel spaced from said 
outer skin, 
side skins sealingly attached to said inner and outer 
skins to form a unitary panel structure, 
at least one intermediate thermal protective layer of 
material confined within the space bounded by said 
outer skin, said inner skin and said side skins, 
Hypervelocity vehicles and like structures may also 65 
8 
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said at least one intermediate thermal protective layer 10. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 8 
of material being attached to at least one of said wherein said titanium alloy foil sheets of said inner skin 
inner and outer skin, comprise an exposed layer of approximately 0.003 inch 
means secured to said inner skin for mechanically thickness titanium alloy foil, a dimpled titanium alloy 
attaching the unitary panel structure to a hyperve- 5 foil layer of 0.003 inch thickness and an inner titanium 
locity vehicle or other enclosure alloy foil layer of 0.0015 inch thickness, said titanium 
said means secured to said inner skin for mechanically alloy foil being Ti-6A1-4V. 
attaching the unitary panel structure to a hyperve- 11. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 8 
locity vehicle including a pair of tab extensions wherein said layer of fibrous insulation is selected from 
extending one each from adjacent corners of said 10 the group consisting of fibrous insulation having a den- 
panel and a pair of open panel clips disposed one sity of 4.5 lb/ft3 and 6.2 lb/ft3. 
each on the corners of said panel opposite to said 12. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 1 
tabs, and wherein said outer skin comprises a columbium waffle 
connecting clips provided on the vehicle surface and having a 0.003 inch coating of silicide thereon, 
equal in number to and adapted to receive said tab 15 said side skins being formed of silicide coated colum- 
extensions, said tab extensions, said tab extensions bium. 
being of adequate length to extend through said 
connecting clips and also be received by the said 
panel clips of an adjacent panel. 
2. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 1 
wherein said inner and outer skins are formed of a metal 
foil and said at least one intermediate thermal protective 
layer of material comprises a plurality of alternate dim- 
pled and flat metal foil layers attached as a unitary 
structure to each other and to said inner and outer skins 
by being bonded at the dimpled crests to the adjacent 
flat metal foil layers. 
3. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 2 
wherein said inner skin, said outer skin, said side skin 
and each of said intermediate layers are formed from a 
titanium alloy. 
4. The thermal protection sandwich panel as in claim 
1 including compressible felt packing means disposed 
on the periphery of said inner skin so as to engage and 
seal said panel to an enclosure when said panel is em- 
ployed as thermal protection for an enclosure. 
5. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 4 
wherein each of said side skin is provided with a beaded 
surface area. 
6. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 1 
wherein each of said side skins sealingly attached to said 
inner and said outer skin are angularly disposed approx- 
imately 30" relative to a vertical plane through said 
inner and said outer skin. 
7. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 1 
wherein said outer skin is provided with an edge on two 
sides thereof that serve to overlap portions of adjacent 
sandwich panels when assembled on a hypervelocity 
vehicle. 
8. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 1 
wherein said outer skin is formed of a pair of spaced 
nickel alloy foil sheets and an intermediate dimpled foil 
sheet all bonded into a unitary skin by attachment of the 
flat sheets to said dimpled sheet at the dimple crests 
thereof, 
said inner skin being formed of a pair of spaced tita- 
nium alloy foil sheets and an intermediate dimpled 
foil sheet of titanium alloy, all bonded into a uni- 
tary skin by attachment of the flat sheets to said 
dimpled sheets at the dimple crests thereof, and 
said at least one intermediate thermal protective layer 
of material being a layer of fibrous insulation com- 
pressed between and in contact with each of said 
inner and outer skins. 
9. The thermal protection sandwich panel of claim 8 
wherein said nickel alloy foil sheets of said outer skin 
comprise an exterior foil of approximately 0.003 inch 
thickness, a dimpled foil layer of approximately 0.003 
inch thickness and an inner foil sheet of approximately 
0.0015 inch thickness. 
said inner skin being formed of multiwall titanium 
alloy foil sheets, 
said at least one intermediate thermal protective layer 
comprising a zirconia cloth bag, each said bag 
containing a first layer of fibrous insulation and a 
second layer of fibrous zirconia insulation, said 
bags being closed with zirconia thread and dis- 
posed within said panel spaced from said silicide 
coated columbium waffle and in contact with said 
multiwall titanium alloy inner skin. 
13. The thermal protection system of claim 12 
wherein said zirconia bags are bonded to said multiwall 
titanium alloy inner skin so as to position the layer of 
fibrous insulation adjacent but spaced from said silicide 
30 coated columbium waffle, said fibrous insulation having 
a density of approximately 4.5 lb/ft3. 
14. In combination with an enclosure adapted to be 
subjected to elevated temperatures and a thermal pro- 
tection system for the enclosure, the improvement 
a plurality of thermal protection tiles attached to the 
exterior surface areas of the enclosure that requires 
thermal protection, 
said plurality of tiles being arranged in staggered 
each of said plurality of tiles being provided with 
overlapping edges to overlap portions of the tiles in 
the same and in an adjacent row, 
mechanical attachment means on each said tile and on 
said enclosure surface for mechanically attaching 
said tiles to said enclosures, 
packing means secured to each said tile adapted to be 
compressed between said tile and said enclosure 
when said tiles and said enclosure are mechanically 
connected, 
said mechanical attachment means on each said tile 
and on said enclosure surface including a pair of 
elongated tabs secured one each to adjacent cor- 
ners of each said tile, 
first clip means fixedly disposed on said enclosure 
surface to receive each of said tabs, 
second clip means fmedly disposed one each on the 
comers of each said tile opposite to said elongated 
tabs, and 
said second clip means adapted to receive said elon- 
gated tabs from an adjacently assembled tile. 
15. The combination of claim 14 wherein each said 
tile is provided with an outer skin, an inner skin, side 
skins sealingly attached to said inner and outer skins to 
make a unitary confined area therebetween, and at least 
65 one intermediate thermal protection layer of material 
confined within the area bounded by said inner, said 
outer and said side skins. 
2o 
25 
35 therewith comprising: 
40 rows, 
45 
50 
55 
60 
* * * * *  
